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1 Scientific contribution4

The authors present a model for the scavenging of 231Pa and 230Th embedded within an ocean5

biogeochemistry circulation model. Novel attributes of the model include (i) the simulation of6

lithogenic particles within nominal “small” and “big” (which are meant to represent slow and fast7

sinking) particle classes, (ii) the simulation of POC in small and big particles based on a the re-8

cently implemented reactivity model within PISCES, and (iii) the inclusion of tracer equations for9

the radionuclides in the dissolved, small, and big particle phases, with the caveat that the dissolved10

radionuclides are assumed to immediately equilibrate with small and big particulate radionuclides.11

The authors describe an improvement in fit to the dissolved and particulate radionuclide data, com-12

pared to a previous model with similar physics but an older implementation of the biogeocehmistry13

model within PISCES. Thus, this study presents ProThorP 0.1 as a better description of 231Pa and14

230Th in the ocean, and one that may be contribute to our understanding of the response of these15

radionuclides to changes in circulation and sediment resuspension in the modern ocean and the16

ocean of the geologic past.17

2 Scientific Quality18

Overall, I believe the methodology and discussion of results are of good scientific quality.19

However, there are a few key points that I think need to be elaborated upon or revised:20

1). For POC, GOC, biogenic silia, and CaCO3 the values of K used in this study are within21

the range found in previous laboratory experiments and field studies. While this range is large,22

and has shown variation with both particle concentration and composition in both the field and23

laboratory experiments, I think it is defendable to include one value of each particle type, given24

that the goal of this study is to present a revised model for the cycling of 231Pa and 230Th in the25

ocean, and not to provide a sensitivity analysis of the radionuclide activities to variations in K (but26

see point 3 below regarding this issue). However, I question the use of the K values for lithogenic27

material in this study. For small particles, the values used for both isotopes are much larger than28

± 1 standard deviation of the value found by Hayes et al. (2015), the range in Geibert and Usbeck29

(2004), or the range from other previous studies (Anderson et al., 1992; Chase et al., 2002). The30
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only study I have seen a K value for lithogenic material greater than that reported used this study31

was by Luo and Ku (2004) (K =230×106 g/g), though this value mostly reflected the variability in32

K with the % lithogenic composition of sediment trap material from the Southern Ocean and the33

Equatorial Pacific. Similarly, the source for K for small particle POC is unclear; these values for34

both isotopes appear to be based on those derived by Hayes et al. (2015), but why was the higher35

end of the range used for 230Th, and the low end of the range used for 231Pa? The authors should36

state explicitly how they arrived at the values of K for both POC and lithogenic material.37

2). PISCES includes aggregation between small and big POC (Aumont et al., 2015), but in38

equations 9(b,c) I do not see any terms that represent aggregation of particulate 231Pa and 230Th39

from small to big particles. The authors justify the omission of adsorption and desorption in40

equations 9(a,b,c) by assuming an instant equilibrium between the dissolved and the two particulate41

phases, but I do not see a similar argument for the omission of aggregation of POC given. I think42

the authors need to clarify whether and how aggregation of the particulate radionuclide pools is or43

is not considered. Additionally, I am curious as to how difficult it would be to include aggregation44

of the sPOC-bound radionuclide pool in the model, since the aggregation rate can be derived from45

eq. (39) of Aumont et al. (2015). For example, could an aggregation term be included in equations46

9(b,c):47

dAi,S/B

dt
= ...± βAi,DKi,POCP

POC ..., (1)

where the aggregation rate represents a loss for radionuclides bound to small particles (S),48

a source for radionuclides bound to big POC (B), and B is the aggregation rate parameter (d−1).49

Including this term in the current setup may not make sense considering the authors already assume50

instant equilibriation with respect to adsorption and desorption, and POC specific aggregation rates51

may be on the order of adsorption and desorption rates (0.1 to 1 yr−1, Murnane (1994a)) or faster52

(Burd, 2013), but I think it is important to at least make explicit why aggregation of radionuclides53

in the small POC pool is or is not considered.54

3). In the conclusion, along with mentioning the potential missing effects of nepheloid lay-55
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ers, Mn (oxyhydr)oxides, and a stronger AMOC on simulated 231Pa and 230Th, I also suggest that56

the authors mention the sensitivities of these distributions to K for the various particle phases. Al-57

though a sensitivity analysis may not be the goal of this study, I think it is at least worth speculating58

on how changing K values from those used in this study could alter and potentially improve the59

simulated distributions. Reported K values for any given particle type may vary by up to three60

orders of magnitude (e.g., 103.98 from Guo et al. (2002) vs. up to 106.23 from Geibert and Usbeck61

(2004) for SiO2), may depend on whetherK is derived from field observations or laboratory exper-62

iments, and may depend on differences in types of particles used in laboratory experiments (e.g.,63

inorganic vs. biogenic SiO2 or CaCO3). Given such large ranges, it is not unreasonable to suspect64

that a different, yet still plausible, combination ofK values could better describe the available data.65

Minor Comments:66

1). The authors mention that this model is an improvement of that presented in Dutay et al.67

(2009). I think this improvement should be shown in the paper. For example, a table showing the68

root mean square deviation and/or r for dissolved and particulate 230Th and 231Pa in the dissolved69

and small particulate pool (there may not be enough observations to compare the fit to big particles)70

for both models (the one presented and the one from Dutay et al. (2009)) could be provided. This71

way, the improvement in fit obtained by the new model, which is one of the key results of this72

study, is made explicit.73

2). The authors provide r for the fit between simulated and observed dissolved 230Th at GA0274

and GA03. A similar comparison should be presented for 231Pa along both sections, 230Th and75

231Pa in the small particle pool at GA03 (I don’t think these particulate radioisotopes have been76

reported along GA03).77

3 Scientific reproducibility78

The model description appears sufficient to allow the reproduction of the results, especially79

given a link to the model code has been made available in the paper.80
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4 Presentation quality81

The overall presentation of the paper is clear, concise, and well-organized. However, I have a82

few specific suggestions to improve the clarity and presentation of the study. I have put suggested83

changes to wording in bold.84

1) Page 2, lines 26-28: I suggest this sentence be rephrased: “Other factors may affect the85

adsorption of radionuclides onto particles. For example, smaller particles have larger surface86

area to volume ratios, which results in an increase in the number of these radionuclides87

adsorbed per particle. Additionally, while the adsorption rate is expected to increase with88

particle concentration, the adsorption rate may be partly limited by the coagulation of non-89

filterable particles (or colloids) to filterable particles (Honeyman et al., 1988; Honeyman and90

Santschi, 1989).”91

2) Figure 1: I do not see DOM in the figure, but it is mentioned in the caption. I would either92

add this pool to the figure, or remove it from the caption. Additionally, the caption states “sPOM93

and “bPOM” stand for small and big Particulate Organic Matter”, but the text in the figure is just94

written as “small” and “big,” not “sPOM” and “bPOM” Again, please either amend the caption to95

reflect what is written in the figure, or change the text in the figure to reflect what is stated in the96

caption.97

3) Page 5, line 7-8: Aumont et al. (2015) mark the boundary between small and big particles as98

100 µm. However, this boundary is nominal, so it should not matter whether whether the authors99

define the boundary as 51µm or 100 µm. Still, for clarity it may be worth mentioning in this100

sentence the different boundary between small and big particles defined in Aumont et al. (2015)101

and this study.102

4). In table 3, you should specify for each field study whether the observations are available103

in the dissolved pool, small particle pool, big particle pool, all pools, or some combination of the104

three. This can simply be done in parentheses after each expedition or each ocean basin in the105

“Radionuclides 230Th and 231Pa” section of the table (e.g., US GT10 and GT11 (ThD,S,B, PaD,S,B),106

to keep with the nomenclature used in the paper, would indicate that 230Th and 231Pa are available107
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in the dissolved, small, and large pools along this section). I don’t think this would add too much108

more text to the table, so that it will still be easy to read.109

5). Page 12, lines 8-9: I would rephrase this sentence: “Contrarily, total observed [CaCO3],110

which is only provided along section GA03, where small particulate CaCO3 measurements111

are available,...”112

6). Page 22, line 7: Please change (Fig. ??) to (Fig. S1).113

7). Page 22, line 14: Please provide a few reasons for this complexity. Luo et al. (2010)114

go into some detail on the various factor influence sedimentary 231Pa/230Th, including the rate of115

overturning, the rate of particle scavenging, the geometry of the overturning cell, and the specific116

latitude of deep water formation.117

8). Page 23, lines 32-33: I would rephrase the second part of this sentence: “..., particularly118

when regions of high particle concentration (e.g., ocean margins and nepheloid layers) are119

included.”120

9). Page 23, below Conclusion, line 11: delete “wanted to”.121

10). Page 24, line 16: I would rephrase part of this sentence: “... we improved the radionuclide122

distributions and fluxes, ...”123
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